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(1) OBJECTIVE

(2) CHALLENGES ADDRESSED

Change the way Disaster Risk Reduction Education (DRRE) is taught
at the Higher Education (HE) by developing a DRRE curriculum that
radically shifts the focus of DRRE teaching towards the nurturing
of Creative Problem Solving skills. 👉 Creativity-Focused DRRE

(3) WHY CREATIVITY FOCUS?
• Transferable Skills: key competencies recognized as essential to prosper in
the complex and dynamic life of the 21st century.
• Creativity can be learnt: A majority of experts say people’s creative
capacities can be enhanced through training
• Creativity is fun: it is fun and motivating to develop creative/innovative
solutions to existing problems.

(4) FOSTERING CREATIVITY (TRIZ Example)
TRIZ (Teoriya Resheniya Izobretatelskikh Zadatch): developed by Russian Eng./Inventor Genrich
Altshuller in the 1980’s based on his belief that inventions/creativity is not a chance acts (random).
From study of more than 300,000 patents he concluded that:
• Evolution of technology (progress) follows a number of predictable patterns.,
These insights led to development of TRIZ tools and concepts (Universal Principles for inventive
• 98% of patented innovations based on known principles (Only 2% really new),
problem solving) that provide a powerful systematic approach to understanding problems and finding
• Problems and solutions are repeated across different fields,
innovative solution. (Examples are shown below)
• Patterns of technical evolution are also repeated across different fields,
• Innovations borrow scientific effects developed in other fields

① Problem Analysis.
• In TRIZ, the first step is the organization and analysis of
available information and creating a model of the problem
• Teach about the Why-Why Analysis (5-Whys), diagrams
such as the cause-effect chain, Fishbone and fault trees.
- Students can use this knowledge to organize
information and broaden their understanding of the
chain of events and root causes.(e.g. students
understanding of the GEJE shifts from Figure #1 into
Figure #2 below).

② Abstraction

③ Divergent & Convergent

• Innovative solutions to most problems already exist (albeit in a
different form/context). The challenge is finding those existing
solutions.
• Solutions can be found by translating the problem into a generic
problem (Abstraction), finding a generic solution, and finally translating
the generic solution into a specific solution for the original problem

TRIZ 40 Inventive Principles can be used to support
brainstorming during the ideation (Divergent
Thinking) for Generic Solutions and other TRIZ
tools can be used when selecting the best solutions
(Convergent Thinking) to come up with a Specific
Solution(that answer the specific problem

Generic Problem
“Impact force (Earthquake) on an Object (Building).

Generic Solution
Solutions for “protecting objects
from impact forces” exist in other
fields. For example:
• Automotive industry: a
stronger car body, airbags and
shock absorbers protect people
from direct/strong impacts.

Figure #1 : Initial student
understanding of GEJE

Figure #2 : Examples of root causes
leading to Tsunami casualties

• The Problem Analysis step puts focus on the right
problems to avoid solving the wrong problems
(e.g. the direct cause casualties is “Building Collapse”,
and not the Earthquake. itself)

Unrealistic Ideas

Specific Solution:

Specific Problem:

Borrow these ideas from the automotive industry for use in buildings.
• Stronger body => Seismic strengthening
• Shock absorbers => Damping or vibration control
• Airbags => cushioning/isolation of the object from source of shaking
(e.g. Seismic Isolation in buildings).

Focus on solving a specifically
defined problem.
(e.g. “Building Collapse” due to
Earthquakes shaking).

Get Sumo wrestlers to
stop the tsunami!
Such seemingly bad ideas are just a step in the creative problem solving
process. For example, the idea of Abstraction can be applied resulting in
brainstorming for Tsunami solutions using Sumo wrestling techniques.
Example Solutions:
• Sea walls try to stop Tsunamis much like the sumo techniques that use
force to defeat an opponent (yori-kuri, Oshi-dashi, etc).
- Powerful Tsunamis overwhelm sea walls, so better borrow ideas
from Sumo techniques that try to use the power of a stronger
opponent as an advantage (e.g. Okuridashi: rear push out,
Okurihikiotoshi: rear pull down). This leads to generation of realistic
ideas that do not attempt to “fight” the Tsunami (e.g. an underground
tsunami dam)

Realistic Ideas
Ball house

Gyroscope Building
System

• Floating island (air or sea!)
- Source Principles (8. Antiweight)
• Space Colony
- Source Principles (2. Taking
out, 16. Partial or excessive
action, )

⑦ Technology Trend Forecasting
④ Identifying Contradictions
• TRIZ posits that if there were no contradictions, there would be no problems. Many solutions also create new problems
(contradictions) . Therefore, problem solving involves defining the fundamental contradictions and finding
solutions for the contradiction, without creating new ones. This TRIZ technique is key to understanding the
root causes of problems and finding better solutions.

• The Eight Patterns of technical system evolution are useful TRIZ concepts based on the
understanding that technological systems evolve over time following predictable patterns.
Example: The law of Dynamization which posits that systems tend to transition into
more dynamic forms as follows: Stiff system => Single Joint System => Multiple Joint
System => Fully Flexible System => Fluid (Liquid, Gas, Plasma) System => Fields.

⑤Defining the Ideal Final Result (IFR)
•
•

solutions must deliver all the required functionality with all the benefits,
and without any harmful effects and at no costs (Eq. #1)
No compromise solutions often found in conventional problem solving.

IFR

∑
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(Eq. #1)

⑥ Available Resource Use
★IFR is closely linked to another TRIZ concept which posits that innovative solutions are often realized by
using the resources already existing within the problem space

IDEAL Solution: Should be of no extra cost, Should not create a new problem, and Should use available resources

Example Problem:

- hazard map information is often binary (usually colored), showing a place as either in danger of inundation or not (Shown as “0,1”). Tsunami
Early Warning System gives detailed information about expected Tsunami height (Shown as “0,1,2,3,4,5”). What if we change the early warning
system information into binary form and hazard map information into scale form? This will result in communication of tsunami inundation
risk and the tsunami warning information without creating the risk of “false sense of safety”.

- Tsunami Early Warning Systems and Hazard maps were invented
as solutions for the problem of “Delays in evacuation due to lack of
information”. However, this solution has inadvertently created the
new problem of “Delays in evacuation due to false sense of safety”

- This example solutions keeps the advantages of the existing system and remove the harm at no extra costs.

(5) BENEFITS OF CREATIVITY-FOCUSED DRRE
Learning can be enhanced by focusing on what motivates learners. 👉

ATTENTION
- Grasp and hold the learners attention
(perceptual arousal, Inquiry arousal, Variability)
TRIZ has numerous real world examples and is easily
associated with intellectually stimulating keywords such as
creativity, patents, invention, innovation, and problem solving.
☞ This is key to creating an environment of engagement
by a cross-disciplinary group of students.
☞While a systematic process, TRIZ also supports spontaneity
(Convergent and Divergent thinking).

- Using this knowledge, the students can brainstorm on possible future technologies for
earthquake resistance (e.g. a seismic isolation device using electro-magnetic fields, etc)

ARCS model

RELEVANCE

*NOTE:
Only the easy to use components of TRIZ were used in this class in order to give students enough time to adequately learn the Disaster Education Knowledge
Content. To fully learn TRIZ, much time and effort would be required. Alternative more simplified creativity methods can be used instead of TRIZ. For example:
(1) SCAMPER: Substitute, Combine, Adapt, Modify, Put to another Use, Eliminate, Reverse,
(2) SIT (Systematic Inventive Thinking): Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, Task Unification, and Attribute Dependency

CONFIDENCE

SATISFATION

- Make learning relevant immediately and into the future (What learners - Set clear/achievable goals, small steps, constant feedback, give learner
are interested in)
control

- Provide opportunities for immediate application of skills learnt.

Students can relate to TRIZ regardless of fields of study, and
can immediately apply the skills learnt to other areas
beyond the DE class.
☞ As a bonus, they acquire problem solving skills useful both
in their immediate academic life as well as in their future
careers (Value added education)

TRIZ-guided brainstorming supports quick generation of
high quality and often practical ideas and solutions .
☞ Learning new TRIZ creativity concepts gave students a
sense of accomplishment in each class.
☞Realizing the innovativeness of their ideas, motivated some
students to do further research e.g. to check patentability of
their ideas (proactive learning).

Focusing on TRIZ (not the widely varying themes of DE)
provides a clear anchor and framework making it easier to
clarify the context and content of the class (coherence and
manageability).
☞ Changed class from teacher centric to a learner-centered
model with a reduced facilitation burden.

CONCLUSION: Focusing on creativity supports the IDEAL class “where learning occurs automatically (students teach themselves, teacher is also a student)”.

